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To understand how DEXD/H-box proteins recognize and interact with their cellular substrates, we have been
studying Prp28p, a DEXD/H-box splicing factor required for switching the U1 snRNP with the U6 snRNP at
the precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) 5ⴕ splice site. We previously demonstrated that the requirement for Prp28p
can be eliminated by mutations that alter either the U1 snRNA or the U1C protein, suggesting that both are
targets of Prp28p. Inspired by this finding, we designed a bypass genetic screen to specifically search for
additional, novel targets of Prp28p. The screen identified Prp42p, Snu71p, and Cbp80p, all known components
of commitment complexes, as well as Ynl187p, a protein of uncertain function. To examine the role of Ynl187p
in splicing, we carried out extensive genetic and biochemical analysis, including chromatin immunoprecipitation. Our data suggest that Ynl187p acts in concert with U1C and Cbp80p to help stabilize the U1 snRNP-5ⴕ
splice site interaction. These findings are discussed in the context of DEXD/H-box proteins and their role in
vivo as well as the potential need for more integral U1-snRNP proteins in governing the fungal 5ⴕ splice site
RNA-RNA interaction compared to the number of U1 snRNP proteins needed by metazoans.
canonical 5- to 7-bp RNA duplex between U1 snRNA and the
5⬘ss region is not sufficient to cause a stable CC to form in the
yeast system (59, 62, 78); protein-RNA contacts are also important. For example, Zhang and Rosbash (77) identified eight
proteins, all present in CCs, that make physical contact with
the pre-mRNA at or near the 5⬘ss. Four of these proteins,
U1C, U1-70K, Snu56p, and Nam8p, are integral parts of the
U1 snRNP (20), and another three, SmB, SmD1, and SmD3,
belong to the seven-member ring that binds the conserved Sm
site present on U1, U2, U4, and U5 snRNAs (33, 71). The
remaining protein, Cbp80p, is a subunit of the nuclear capbinding complex (CBC), which also contains a second subunit,
Cbp20p (28, 39). Interestingly, despite being a non-snRNP
factor, Cbp80p is known to collaborate with U1 snRNP to help
form or stabilize CC1 (8, 40). Furthermore, the contact between the C-terminal tails of SmB, SmD1, and SmD3 and
the pre-mRNA may contribute to stabilizing the U1 snRNP/
pre-mRNA interaction (76). Finally, Du and Rosbash (11)
more recently showed that U1C is capable of selecting splicesite-like sequences in which the first four nucleotides, GUAU,
are identical to the first four nucleotides of the yeast splice-site
consensus sequence.
Once fully assembled, the spliceosome must progress through a
number of major structural and conformational changes to
form the catalytic center; these include a series of highly orchestrated RNA-RNA rearrangements (53, 64, 70). Some of
these are mutually exclusive; i.e., the formation of one RNA
duplex requires the disruption of another. For example, the
base-pairing interaction between the U1 snRNA and the 5⬘ss is
replaced by a U6 snRNA/5⬘ss pairing. This exchange appears
to be coupled to U4/U6 RNA unwinding (53, 64, 70). It is now

Nuclear precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) splicing takes place
in the spliceosome, a large dynamic complex consisting of over
100 proteins and five small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) (32, 70).
During spliceosome assembly, the U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) first contacts the pre-mRNA 5⬘ splice
site (5⬘ss), followed by binding of the U2 snRNP to the branch
site and the joining of the U5-U4/U6 tri-snRNP (32, 64, 70).
The step in which U1 snRNP binds to the 5⬘ss is arguably one
of the most critical, because it probably commits pre-mRNA to
the splicing pathway (38, 48, 49, 60, 74). In the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae in vitro system, two U1-snRNP-containing commitment complexes (CCs), CC1 and CC2, can be
detected by native gel electrophoresis prior to the U2 snRNP’s
joining to form the prespliceosome (38, 60). CC1, whose formation is dependent on a functional 5⬘ss, appears to be a
kinetic precursor to CC2, whose formation requires both a
functional 5⬘ss and branch site and the participation of the
branch-site-binding protein (BBP) and Mud2p, which are
likely equivalent to SF1 and U2AF65, respectively, in the
mammalian system (1–3, 75).
Accumulating evidence suggests that formation of the
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known that splicing factors belonging to the ATPase II superfamily (18), which are also termed the DEXD/H-box proteins
(5, 43), promote spliceosomal RNA rearrangements (64).
However, the precise roles of most DEXD/H-box proteins
remain unclear.
It has been nearly 2 decades since DEXD/H-box proteins
were first proposed to be RNA helicases (44). Over the years,
a wealth of data revealed that DEXD/H-box proteins are essential in most, if not all, RNA-related pathways, e.g., splicing,
mRNA export, and ribosomal biogenesis (5, 43, 64). Their
modes of action in vivo remain a mystery, however. For example, Lorsch and Herschlag (45, 46) proposed that DEXD/Hbox proteins may perform functions which are distinct from
RNA unwinding and include mediating large-scale RNA structural rearrangements, disrupting protein-RNA or protein-protein interactions, and functioning as fidelity sensors in RNARNA interactions and rearrangements. Indeed, recent data
confirm that DEXD/H-box proteins can catalyze protein displacement in a manner independent of RNA duplex unwinding
(30). Therefore, the essential functions of DExH/D proteins
can be exerted on a wide range of RNP substrates. This
“RNPase” (or ATPase for RNP remodeling) hypothesis appears especially attractive in light of the fact that RNA duplexes in vivo are rarely more than ⬃10 contiguous base pairs
in length and that they often require protein binding for stabilization (21, 63). To fully understand how DEXD/H-box proteins function in the cell, it is critical to identify their physiological substrates.
Inspired by our previous finding that the requirement for
Prp28p, an essential DEXD/H-box splicing factor, can be bypassed by mutations that alter the YHC1 gene, which encodes
U1C protein (7), we sought to exploit the bypass concept to
deepen our understanding of the role of Prp28p in splicing.
The underlying hypothesis is that bypass mutations define gene
products that Prp28p may counteract. Here we describe the
outcome of this approach and provide a detailed analysis of
Ynl187p, a novel protein that probably contributes to stabilizing the U1 snRNP-5⬘ss interaction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Screen for prp28⌬ bypass mutants. All yeast procedures were done using
standard protocols (22). Strain YTC585 (MATa prp28⌬::TRP1 yhc1⌬::HIS3
ura3-1 lys2::hisG ade2-1 trp1-1 his3-11 leu2-3,112 can1-100 pCA8107 [PRP28/
ADE2/URA3] pYHC1005 [YHC1/LEU2]) was irradiated by UV light on YPD
(1% yeast extract, 2% Bacto Peptone, 2% glucose) plates to achieve an 80 to
90% killing rate. A total of 35,000 surviving colonies were replica plated onto
5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) plates and incubated at 30°C for 5 days. Five
5-FOA-resistant (Ura3-negative [Ura3⫺]) and red (Ade2⫺) colonies were chosen, grown, and transformed with pCA8032 (PRP28/URA3) and pYHC1053
(YHC1/ADE2). Following the loss of pYHC1005, all transformants remained
resistant to 5-FOA, indicating that the mutations were chromosomal. Genomic
DNAs isolated from bypass candidates were digested with HindIII and probed
with a 1.4-kb 32P-labeled KpnI-XmnI fragment representing most of the PRP28
open reading frame (ORF). None of the five strains tested showed any residual
PRP28 presence. Diploids were made by mating mutant strains to strain YTC286
(MAT␣ prp28⌬::TRP1 ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 ura3-1
pCA8032), and all diploids exhibited the 5-FOA⫺ phenotype, indicating recessive mutations. Segregants derived from the third backcross containing chromosomal YHC1 and pCA8032 were used for subsequent analysis. To clone the
wild-type alleles of the bypass mutations, bypass strains were transformed with a
YCp50 (LEU2) genomic library. 5-FOA⫺ colonies were identified upon performing replica plating onto 5-FOA plates. Recovered plasmids that reproducibly
yielded the 5-FOA⫺ phenotype were selected for DNA sequencing from both
ends of their inserts. Recloning and retesting of individually PCR-amplified
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ORFs identified YNL187, PRP42, and SNU71 as genes responsible for the
5-FOA⫺ phenotype. Mutant bypass alleles were also amplified by PCR from the
bypass mutant strains and sequenced to determine the corresponding mutations.
Immunolocalization and precipitation of Ynl187p. To localize Ynl187p, plasmids pBTE3011 (YNL187-HA/pRS315), pBTE3032 (YNL187-HA/pRS425), and
pBTE3042 (YNL187/pRS425) were transformed into YTC71 (MAT␣
ynl187⌬::kanMX4 his3⌬0 leu2⌬0 lys2⌬0 ura3⌬0) to yield strains YTC801,
YTC867, and YTC1235, respectively. As a control for nuclear localization,
YTC819 (MATa prp42⌬::kanMX4 his3⌬0 leu2⌬0 lys2⌬0 ura3⌬0 pPRP42018
[PRP42-HA/pRS315]) was used. Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy was
performed as described previously (41). Cells harvested at early log phase were
spheroplasted and incubated with antihemagglutinin (anti-HA) mouse monoclonal antibody (BAbCo) at a 1:2,000 dilution and then with Cy3-conjugated antimouse immunoglobulin G (Jackson ImmunoRearch Labs) at a 1:600 dilution.
Images were acquired using a Nikon Microphot-FX microscope equipped with a
SenSys camera (Photometrics). To detect potential association of Ynl187p with
snRNAs, 20-l aliquots of splicing extracts (protein concentration, 12.5 mg/ml)
made from strains YTC826 (MAT␣ prp42::LEU2 arg4 leu2-3,112 trp1-289 ura3-52
pBM150 [GAL1::PRP42-HA/URA3]; a gift from B. Rymond) and YTC801 (see
above) were mixed with 10 l of protein A-agarose beads (Invitrogen) prebound
by rabbit anti-HA.11 polyclonal antibody (Covance) in a total volume of 50 l of
buffer D (20 mM HEPES [pH 7.9], 0.2 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 0.05% Nonidet
P-40, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol) containing either 100 mM or 150 mM KCl. The
mixtures were incubated at 4°C for 2 h on a Nutator. Beads were washed with
ice-cold buffer D containing either 100 mM or 150 mM KCl. After washes, RNA
was extracted and ethanol precipitated for Northern analysis as previously described (4, 47). The input control corresponded to a 1:20 dilution of the total
RNA extracted from 20 l of splicing extract. Probes for the Northern analysis
were a mixture of equimolar ratios of DNA fragments corresponding to U1, U2,
U4, U5, and U6 snRNAs, which were labeled with 32P by random priming.
Testing the prp28⌬-bypassing activity of various mutant alleles. A plasmid
counter-selection procedure was used for scoring mutations capable of bypassing
the prp28⌬ mutation. This was done by crossing a strain containing chromosomal
a prp28⌬ mutation complemented by a PRP28/URA3 plasmid to various strains
harboring deletions of genes of interest and, when the gene in question was
essential, a corresponding plasmid-borne mutant allele (e.g., smd3⌬ pRS315smd3⌬C). The resulting diploids were sporulated and haploid strains containing
both chromosomal deletions (e.g., prp28⌬ smd3⌬), and the necessary plasmids
(e.g., pRS316-PRP28 and pRS315-smd3⌬C) were isolated. Each of these haploid
strains was examined for its ability to grow on 5-FOA plates.
Synthetic lethality screen and test. To search for mutations synthetically lethal
to the ynl187⌬ mutation, strain YTC1046 (MATa ynl187⌬::kanMX4 ade2 ade3
leu2 lys2 ura3 pBTE3029 [YNL187/ADE3/URA3]) was UV irradiated (see above).
Out of the ⬃20,000 colonies screened, one mutant was identified which exhibited
the anticipated 5-FOA⫺ and red-colony phenotypes. Further analysis revealed
that the synthetic lethality phenotype was linked to the inability to lose YNL187
and to a single recessive mutation. The wild-type allele corresponding to the
mutation was cloned using the same YCp50 library described above, except that
in this case the acquisition of the presumed wild-type allele would result in
5-FOA⫹ and red- and white-sectoring phenotypes. Eight library plasmids were
isolated, sequenced, and found to contain a common ORF corresponding to
CBP80. The mutant cbp80-101 allele was amplified by PCR from the mutant
genomic DNA and sequenced. Introduction of the wild-type CBP80 clone, but
not the cbp80-101 clone, into the synthetically lethal mutant relieved the lethality. To test the genetic interaction between the ynl187⌬ mutation and various
U1C-[L13] alleles, an experimental design similar to the bypass test described
above was used. In this case, the haploid tester strains contained ynl187⌬::kanMX4
yhc1⌬::HIS3 and pYHC1023 (pRS316-YHC1/YNL187) as well as a U1C-[L13]
allele (7) on pRS315. These strains were tested for growth on the 5-FOA plates.
Genetic analysis of the U1/5ⴕss RNA duplex. To examine the ability of the
ynl187⌬ mutation to relieve 5⬘ss/U1 snRNA hyperstabilization, strains YTC639
(MATa cup1::ura3 leu2 trp1 lys2 ade2 his3 ura3) and YTC813 (MATa
ynl187⌬::kanMX4 cup1::ura3 leu2 trp1 lys2 ade2 his3 ura3) were separately transformed with each of the two intron-containing ACT1-CUP1 reporter plasmids
(63). Plasmid bJPS28 allows 10 bp and bJPS30 6 bp to form between the
endogenous U1 snRNA and the 5⬘ss of the ACT1-CUP1 reporter pre-mRNA.
The assay was done as previously described (7) using plates containing 0.5 mM
Cu2⫹.
Splicing and 4-thioU cross-linking assays. Splicing extracts were prepared by
the liquid-nitrogen method (65) from the isogenic strains YTC71 (ynl187⌬),
YTC780 (ynl187⌬ prp28⌬), and YTC771 (wild type) and used for conducting
standard splicing reaction (65) and CC formation (12) experiments. The 4-thiouridine (4-thioU) cross-linking experiments were done as described previously
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(77) using a 32P-labeled WT-72 transcript as a splicing substrate containing
randomly incorporated 4-thioU (Tri-link Biotechnologies). WT-72 was incubated in yeast extracts for 20 min at 25°C before UV cross-linking took place. For
chase experiments, a 400-fold excess of unlabeled WT-72 transcript was added at
the end of the 20-min incubation. Reactions were allowed to continue for 0, 12.5,
or 25 min before being subjected to UV irradiation. To examine the proteins
cross-linked to WT-72, the UV-irradiated CC was first precipitated with antiPrp40p antibody (a gift from P. Siliciano) bound to protein A-agarose beads.
After washes, RNA was degraded by adding 2 l of RNase T1/A mix (Ambion)
to the beads for 10 min of incubation at 37°C. The 32P-labeled proteins were then
analyzed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and autoradiography.
ChIP assay and real-time PCR. We followed an established chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) procedure (37) to monitor cotranscriptional recruitment
of U1C and Ynl187p. PCRs were done using 96-well plates, with each 20-l
reaction mixture consisting of 1 l of IP DNA (input dilution, 1:80), 10 l of iQ
SYBR green Supermix (Bio-Rad), and a primer pair (0.2 M each). Five sets of
primer pairs (37) were used for all the experiments. The reaction conditions
consisted of 95°C for 3 min, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30 s,
and 72°C for 30 s. All samples in a single PCR run were assayed in triplicate
experiments. All data represent the averages of the results of at least three
independent experiments, with the error bars in the figures displaying average
deviations. The enrichment of U1C above the background level was initially
calculated using the following formula: [2(input CT ⫺ IP CT)]U1C-TAP strain ⫺
[2(input CT ⫺ IP CT)]U1C-non-TAP strain, where CT is the threshold cycle reported by
the instrument for each PCR. To account for potential variations in transcript
levels in different genetic backgrounds, the initial data were further computed on
the basis of per-transcript levels by using the level of 25S rRNA, a polymerase I
transcript, as an internal control. The formula used for normalization was as
follows: [2(RDN251 CT ⫺ ACT1 CT)]mutant/[2(RDN251 CT ⫺ ACT1 CT)]wild type, where
RDN251 CT and ACT1 CT represent the threshold cycles for amplifying regions
of 25S rRNA and an intron-containing region of the ACT1 transcript, respectively. For the ChIP analysis of Ynl187-HA, 2.5 l of anti-HA High Affinity
antibody (clone 3F10; Roche) was used for each IP with 20 l of Dynabeads
protein G (Invitrogen). The untagged wild-type YNL187 strain was used as the
background. The enrichment of Ynl187-HA over the background level was
calculated using the following formula: [2(input CT ⫺ IP CT)]Ynl187-HA strain ⫺
[2(input CT ⫺ IP CT)]Ynl187-non-HA strain, where CT represents the threshold cycle
reported by the instrument for each PCR. As a basal-line control, the ChIP value
obtained from a transcriptionally repressed region in the telomere of chromosome VI was assigned a numerical value of 1. This region was amplified by
oligonucleotides TEL1 (CGTGTGTAGTGATCCGAACTCAGT) and TEL2 (G
ACCAGTCCTCATTTCCATCAATAG).
Probing U1 snRNP by native gel electrophoresis. We followed an established
protocol to monitor the electrophoretic mobility of the U1 snRNP (20, 47). Yeast
splicing extracts were mixed with an equal volume of R buffer (50 mM HEPES
[pH 7.5], 2 mM magnesium acetate, 20 mM EDTA, 1 g/ml of total yeast RNA,
and 1 mg/ml of heparin), incubated on ice for 10 min, and then electrophoresed
on a 3% polyacrylamide (60:1 acrylamide/bis-acrylamide)–0.5% agarose composite gel. After electrophoresis, RNAs were electrotransferred to a GeneScreen
membrane (NEN) for Northern analysis. The preparation of the U1 probe
containing digoxigenin-11–dUTP and the subsequent hybridization procedures
were done per the instructions provided by the commercial source (digoxigenin
High Prime DNA labeling and detection starter kit II; Roche). After hybridization, the resulting chemiluminescence signals were imaged using a Molecular
Imager Gel Doc XR system (Bio-Rad).

RESULTS
Identification of novel bypass suppressors of the prp28⌬
mutation. We designed a genetic screen (Fig. 1A) to purposely
search for new mutations that eliminate the requirement for
Prp28p. A haploid strain containing the following features was
first constructed: (i) chromosomal deletions of PRP28
(prp28⌬::TRP1) and YHC1 (yhc1⌬::HIS3) and (ii) two complementing plasmids carrying PRP28 and YHC1 that were marked
by URA3/ADE2 and LEU2, respectively (Fig. 1A). Because
PRP28 and YHC1 are essential genes, this strain must retain
both plasmids to stay alive and is thus phenotypically Ura3⫹/
Ade2⫹ (5-FOA⫺/white colony). After UV mutagenesis, candi-
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dates able to grow on 5-FOA plates (i.e., Ura3⫺/5-FOA⫹) and
form red (Ade2⫺) colonies were identified. These mutants
were presumed to have acquired extragenic suppressors that
render the URA3/ADE2/PRP28 plasmid dispensable. To exclude mutations that landed on the plasmid-borne YHC1, an
ADE2-marked plasmid carrying a copy of unmutagenized
YHC1 (Fig. 1A), which cannot bypass Prp28p, and a PRP28/
URA3 plasmid were introduced into the mutant strains. NonYHC1 chromosomal bypass candidates were ascertained on the
basis of the ability to lose the YHC1/LEU2 plasmid and viability on 5-FOA.
The screen uncovered 14 candidates, and 5 were validated
for loss of the PRP28 plasmid by Southern blotting. DNAs
isolated from these candidates were digested with HindIII and
probed for the presence of the chromosomal prp28⌬::TRP1
allele and the plasmid-borne PRP28 allele. This probe (Fig.
1B) hybridized to a 2.9-kb DNA band corresponding to chromosomal PRP28 (Fig. 1C, lane 1) in a wild-type strain. As
expected, in the Ade2⫹/Ura3⫹ starting strain, the 2.9-kb band
was replaced by a 0.44-kb band corresponding to the
prp28⌬::TRP1 allele and by an additional 2.2-kb band (Fig. 1C,
lane 2) corresponding to the plasmid-borne PRP28 allele (Fig.
1B). The 2.2-kb band was not present in the Ade2⫺/Ura3⫺
suppressor strains (Fig. 1C, lanes 3 to 7), indicating that the
plasmid-borne PRP28 allele had been lost. It is unlikely that a
portion of PRP28 not covered by the probe was still present
and functional in the Ade2⫺/Ura3⫺ strains. Such a truncated
Prp28p would have lost the first 455 amino acids (out of a total
of 588 amino acids) encompassing the conserved I to V motifs
(18) essential for ATP binding, ATP hydrolysis, and RNA
unwinding (43, 67). We concluded that extragenic suppressor
mutations allowed bypass of Prp28p function in the Ade2⫺/
Ura3⫺ strains. Genetic analysis showed that, in each case, the
bypass phenotype was caused by a single recessive mutation
(data not shown).
To identify genes corresponding to the bypass suppressor
mutations, we screened a genomic library for clones that restore the PRP28 requirement (see Materials and Methods).
This screen (Fig. 2A) uncovered three genes, PRP42 (20, 47),
SNU71 (20), and YNL187W. While Prp42p and Snu71p are
known and essential components of the yeast U1 snRNP, the
function of Ynl187p (357 amino acids in length) is less certain
and nonessential. It was, however, implicated in splicing because of its genetic interaction with Prp40p (51) and its observed two-hybrid interaction with SmB in a large-scale screen
(17). More recently, Ynl187p was reported to genetically link to
Nam8p and Tgs1p, a cap trimethylguanosine synthase, in two
separate synthetic lethality screenings (10, 23). Computer prediction results showed that Ynl187p contains a nuclear localization
signal, 146RDAVWMNQSTKKASK161, and a leucine-rich nuclear export signal (NES), 247LQHELNVLRL256. Interestingly,
all three genes, PRP42, SNU71, and YNL187w, appeared to be
fungus specific; their metazoan counterparts could not be clearly
identified by BLAST searches (20). This may reflect differences in
snRNP assembly pathways between yeast species and the metazoans (see below and Discussion).
Loss of function of Ynl187p bypasses the prp28⌬ mutation.
Sequence analysis of the three mutant ynl187 alleles revealed
three independent mutations: two were upstream of the coding
region at ⫺76 (C-to-T change) and ⫺78 (C-to-G change), and
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FIG. 1. Identification of YNL187 by a bypass genetic screen. (A) Strategy for isolating prp28⌬ bypass suppressors. See the text for details.
(B) Restriction maps of the chromosomal PRP28, prp28⌬::TRP1 (TRP1), and the plasmid (URA3/ADE2-marked)-borne PRP28. (C) PRP28 is not
present in the bypass suppressor strains. DNAs isolated from bypass suppressor candidates (lanes 3 to 7) were digested with HindIII and probed
for the presence of the chromosomal prp28⌬::TRP1 and the plasmid-borne PRP28. The probe hybridizes to a 2.9-kb DNA band corresponding to
the chromosomal PRP28 in the wild-type strain (lane 1), which is replaced by an 0.4-kb band corresponding to prp28⌬::TRP1 and by an additional
2.2-kb band corresponding to the plasmid-borne PRP28 in the starting strain (lane 2). Only the 0.4-kb band is detected in the five bypass
suppressors (lanes 3 to 7). The star indicates a band with a cross-reaction induced by the probe.

the third yielded an L344P (CTA to CCA) amino acid substitution close to the Ynl187p C terminus. The upstream mutations are located within the 5⬘ untranslated region of the
YNL187 transcript, according to a recent genome-wide analysis
of the yeast transcriptional landscape (52); however, it remains
to be determined whether they are part of the YNL187 promoter element. The recessive nature of all three ynl187 alleles
prompted us to speculate that a loss of Ynl187p activity allows

bypass of Prp28p. Indeed, a prp28⌬ ynl187⌬ double mutant is
viable (Fig. 2A), supporting a model in which Ynl187p functions to counteract Prp28p and/or vice versa. Sequence analysis
of the mutant prp42-101 allele revealed a D76Y (GAC to
TAC) substitution located within the first of five tetratricopeptide repeats. This alteration may disrupt Prp42p’s interaction
with other splicing factors, such as Prp39p, which has six tetratricopeptide repeats (47). The snu71-101 mutation results in
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FIG. 2. Bypassing the prp28⌬ mutation is not a general event.
(A) Growth phenotypes of the suppressor strains in the background of
the prp28⌬ strain. Relevant genotypes of the yeast strains are shown on
the top of the panel. YHC1-1 is a previously characterized dominant
bypass allele. Cells were grown to saturation at 30°C, serially diluted,
and spotted onto 5-FOA plates. Note that the ynl187⌬ strain shown
here (white in color) lacks the ade2 mutation, because it was derived
from a cross between a commercial ynl187⌬ strain and a laboratory
prp28⌬ strain. In contrast, the other strains harbor the ade2 mutation
(darker in color). (B) Not all genetic perturbations of U1 snRNP can
bypass the prp28⌬ mutation. Relevant genotypes of the strains tested
are shown at the left side of the panel. See text for detailed description.

an L270S (TTA to TCA) substitution lying between 2 of the 19
SR-like dipeptides. It was previously speculated that Snu71p is
functionally similar to human SR proteins (20).
Bypassing of the prp28⌬ mutation via U1-snRNP perturbations is not a general event. The finding that genetic alterations
of U1C, U1 snRNA (7), Prp42p, Snu71p, and Ynl187p can
eliminate the requirement for Prp28p raised a possibility that
different perturbations of the U1 snRNP can bypass Prp28p.
To test this more general hypothesis, we introduced a series of
additional mutations into a prp28⌬ tester strain that contained
a PRP28/URA3 plasmid and assayed for their abilities to permit plasmid loss. We first examined C-terminal truncation mutations of SmB, SmD1, and SmD3, because these three proteins (i) cross-link to the 5⬘ss (77); (ii) may help stabilize the
U1 snRNP/pre-mRNA interaction via their highly charged Cterminal tails (76); and (iii) are adjacent to U1C, according to
a human U1-snRNP structure model (33). None of these three
mutations alone or in a combination of SmB and SmD3 truncations permitted plasmid loss (Fig. 2B). We also tested deletion alleles of the two nonessential genes, NAM8 and MUD1.
Nam8p is a U1-snRNP protein that cross-links to the 5⬘ss
region (57), and its absence destabilizes the overall structure of
U1 snRNP (20). Mud1p is the yeast counterpart of the human
U1A protein, and its loss alters the conformation of the CCs
(42). Again, neither the nam8⌬ nor the mud1⌬ mutation could
bypass Prp28p (Fig. 2B). These data raise the possibility that
altering the U1 snRNP alone is not sufficient to bypass Prp28p
and that U1C, Prp42p, Snu71p, and Ynl187p may share certain
common features that specify their unique relationship to
Prp28p.
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Ynl187p is localized in the nucleus and associated with
snRNPs. To examine the cellular localization of Ynl187p, we
initially expressed a green fluorescent protein fusion of
Ynl187p in the ynl187⌬ strain but obtained no signal, a result
which may have been due to low abundance of Ynl187p. This
hypothesis was later validated in a genome-wide protein localization study (27). Our studies also found that tagging Ynl187p
at its C terminus with either green fluorescent protein or TAP
inactivated Ynl187p, because their expression in the ynl187⌬
strain failed to restore the requirement for Prp28p (data not
shown). However, an HA-tagged Ynl187p (Ynl187p-HA)
proved to be functional (data not shown). Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy using an anti-HA monoclonal antibody with cells expressing Ynl187p-HA from a CEN plasmid
revealed that Ynl187p is localized in the nucleus (Fig. 3A, right
panels), in similarity to Prp42p (middle panels), which was
previously shown to localize predominantly in the nucleus (27).
Overexpression from a high-copy-number plasmid increased
nuclear signal levels, with no evidence of cytoplasmic signal.
Thus, these data suggest a nuclear role for Ynl187p.
To examine whether Ynl187p is associated with the splicing
apparatus, we immunoprecipitated Ynl187p-HA with an
anti-HA antibody and probed the associated snRNAs by
Northern analysis. In contrast to Prp42p (47) (Fig. 3B, lanes 5
to 8), Ynl187p appears to associate with all the spliceosomal
snRNPs, i.e., U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 (Fig. 3B, lanes 1 to 4),
at physiological salt concentrations. This raises the possibility
that Ynl187p may have a role in snRNP assembly and/or function (see below).
Genetic analysis supports a role o Ynl187p in facilitating U1
snRNP/5ⴕss interaction. We have proposed that Prp28p counteracts the stabilizing effect of U1C to promote the dissociation
of the U1 snRNP from the 5⬘ss (7). We therefore anticipated
that Ynl187p, Prp42p, and Snu71p have a role similar to that of
U1C. Consistent with this notion, the newly discovered bypass
suppressor strains shared a growth phenotype strikingly similar
to that of the U1C bypass suppressor strain; i.e., they all failed
to grow at 16°C but grew well at 30°C (data not shown). We
interpreted this cold-sensitive phenotype as reflecting a
strengthened U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction at low temperature,
which would then lead to a requirement for Prp28p at the low
temperature (7, 13).
To analyze Ynl187p’s functional relationship with U1C, we
examined the outcome of combining ynl187⌬ and U1C mutations in the presence of Prp28p. If Ynl187p were to play a role
closely related to that of U1C, combining these two different
bypass mutations might drastically destabilize the U1 snRNP/
5⬘ss interaction and result in synthetic lethality. This was tested
by constructing a strain containing both yhc1⌬ and ynl187⌬
deletions complemented by a YNL187/YHC1/URA3 plasmid.
This strain was transformed with plasmids harboring each of
the 17 mutant U1C-[L13] alleles that we previously analyzed
(7), and the resulting strains were tested using 5-FOA to determine their ability to lose the YNL187/YHC1/URA3 plasmid.
Lethality or severe growth defects on 5-FOA were observed for
10 U1C-[L13] alleles (L13A, L13D, L13E, L13F, L13G, L13H,
L13K, L13P, L13R, and L13S) (Fig. 4A), all of which were
previously shown to allow bypass of Prp28p (7). In contrast,
cell viability was observed for the remaining seven alleles
(L13C, L13I, L13L, L13M, L13N, L13Q, and L13T) (Fig. 4A),
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FIG. 3. Ynl187p is localized in the nucleus and associated with snRNPs. (A) Immunofluorescence microscopy (IFM) of the Ynl187p-,
Ynl187p-HA-, and Prp42p-HA-expressing cells. Cells were stained with anti-HA antibody and then with Cy3-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin G (top panels). Results of staining of the same cells with 4⬘,6-diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) are also shown (bottom panels).
(B) Association of Ynl187p with snRNPs. Splicing extracts made from strains expressing Ynl187p-HA (lanes 1 to 4) and Prp42p-HA (lanes 5 to
8) were mixed with protein A-agarose beads alone (⫺) or prebound by rabbit anti-HA.11 (␣HA) polyclonal antibody (⫹). The coprecipitated
RNAs were analyzed by Northern blotting. The salt concentrations used were 100 mM NaCl (lanes 1, 2, 5, and 6) or 150 mM NaCl (lanes 3, 4,
7, and 8). The input control (IN; lane M) corresponds to a 1:20 dilution of the total RNA extracted from 20 l of splicing extract. U1, U2, U4,
U5, and U6 snRNAs are indicated.

and all but L13T were previously shown to retain the requirement for Prp28p (7). The U1C-[L13] residue is located within
a conserved C2H2-type zinc finger motif at a position that is
typically occupied by a hydrophobic residue (36). We speculate
that the 10 lethal U1C alleles may have disrupted an interaction between U1C and another spliceosomal component, thus
resulting in an unstable U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction, whereas
the 7 nonlethal alleles maintained this interaction (7). Overall,
our data are in good agreement with a model in which Ynl187p
and U1C jointly promote a stable U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction.
Significantly, when tested similarly, both the prp42-101 and
snu71-101 strains displayed a pattern similar to that of the
ynl187⌬ strain (data not shown). Taken together, these data
suggest a close functional relationship among U1C, Ynl187p,
Prp42p, and Snu71p at the point of U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction.
A typical U1/5⬘ss RNA duplex consists of 6 bp, and extension of this duplex to 10 bp is detrimental to splicing and
inhibitory to cell growth (63). Our model predicts that loss of
Ynl187p might suppress the growth defect caused by hyperstabilizing the U1/5⬘ss RNA duplex (Fig. 4B). This was tested by
constructing a ynl187⌬ tester strain that allowed the 10-bp
U1/5⬘ss RNA duplex to form (63). This strain was transformed
with either an empty plasmid or a plasmid containing YNL187,
and splicing of a CUP1 reporter gene capable of forming a 6or 10-bp RNA duplex was monitored. Consistent with our
hypothesis, loss of Ynl187p suppressed the effect of U1/5⬘ss
hyperstabilization (Fig. 4B).
The third line of evidence came from an open-ended genetic
screening for mutation(s) that (when in combination with the
ynl187⌬ mutation) caused lethality (see Materials and Methods). This search identified a single recessive mutation located
within CBP80, which encodes the large subunit of the nuclear

CBC (28, 39). CBC is known to facilitate U1 snRNP binding to
the cap-proximal 5⬘ss and to associate with pre-mRNA
throughout the splicing cycle (8, 40). Sequence analysis of the
mutant cbp80-101 allele revealed a C-to-T substitution at
codon 382 and an A insertion in codon 381 (GAT to GAAT),
the latter of which creates a reading frameshift mutation that
results in a truncated gene product 393 amino acids in length
(Cbp80p has 861 amino acids). These data therefore suggest a
loss-of-function model for the observed synthetic lethality. Indeed, a cbp80⌬ ynl187⌬ double mutant strain was inviable (Fig.
4C). This finding prompted us to test whether the cbp80⌬
mutation was also able to bypass the requirement for Prp28p,
which proved to be the case (Fig. 4D).
Ynl187p promotes the formation of stable CCs. Our genetic
data thus far paint a highly consistent picture of the role of
Ynl187p in promoting the U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction. To
probe this issue further, we first examined the formation of the
CCs, which represent the initial binding of U1 snRNP to the
pre-mRNA and can be accumulated by leaving ATP out of in
vitro splicing reactions. Radioactively labeled pre-mRNA was
incubated with wild-type, ynl187⌬, and ynl187⌬ prp28⌬ splicing
extracts to form CCs, which were resolved by native-gel electrophoresis. A complex with increased mobility compared to
that of CC1 and CC2 (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 1 and 2) was
detected in the ynl187⌬ reaction. This phenotype is reminiscent of the faster-migrating CCs that are seen when U1A/
Mud1p (42) or Mud2p (1) is lost, but it is opposite to the result
of loss of Cbp20p/Mud13p, which causes a decrease of CC
mobility (8). We interpreted the observed faster-migrating
phenotype as reflecting a change of conformation or composition of CCs in the absence of Ynl187p. Intriguingly, simultaneous loss of Ynl187p and Prp28p yielded a band comigrating
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FIG. 4. Genetic analysis suggests that Ynl187p promotes the U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction and is functionally related to Cbp80p. (A) Most mutant
yhc1-[L13] alleles capable of bypassing the prp28⌬ mutation are synthetically lethal with the ynl187⌬ mutation. Top three rows of the panel: results
of the synthetic lethality test (see text for details) scored using 5-FOA plates. The bottom three rows of the panel show the corresponding
yhc1-[L13] alleles used in the test. Designations on a white background represent alleles that are known to bypass the prp28⌬ mutation;
designations on a gray background represent wild-type YHC1 (L13) and transformation with empty plasmid (yhc1⌬); designations on a black
background represent alleles that cannot bypass the prp28⌬ mutation. (B) Deletion of YNL187 suppresses hyperstabilization of the U1 snRNA/5⬘ss
interaction. Growth at 25°C in the presence of 0.5 mM copper (Cu⫹⫹) is shown for yeast containing an ACT1-CUP1 fusion reporter having a
wild-type 5⬘ss (6 bp) or a mutated 5⬘ss (10 bp) that forms 10 contiguous base pairs with U1 snRNA in the presence (left, top panel) or absence
(left, bottom panel) of Ynl187p. Growth at higher copper concentrations reflects greater splicing efficiency. (C) Synthetic lethality relationship
between the presence of the ynl187⌬ mutation and loss of function of Cbp80p. Relevant genotypes for the CBP80 alleles are indicated in the left
panel. In that panel, the chromosomal wild type of each gene is indicated by “⫹” and deletion is indicated by “⌬.” (D) Alteration of Cbp80p can
also bypass the prp28⌬ mutation. Two alleles of CBP80 in which cbp80-101 carries a point mutation were tested.

with CC1 (lane 3). Likewise, when assayed in the presence of
ATP to convert CCs to spliceosome, loss of Ynl187p yielded a
spliceosome-like complex that migrated faster than the wildtype spliceosome (lanes 4 and 5), and this phenotype of faster
migration was restored by a concurrent loss of Prp28p (lane 6).
One possible explanation for these data (lanes 2 and 5) is that,
in the absence of the opposing Ynl187p, Prp28p may alter the
conformation of splicing complexes.
To inspect RNA-protein contacts within CCs, we employed
a 4-thioU-labeled pre-mRNA substrate in splicing reactions
and UV cross-linking (77). In the absence of Ynl187p, the

levels of the cross-linked SmB, SmD1, and SmD3 were reduced (Fig. 5B, lane 2), which is consistent with the occurrence
of a conformational change or structural alteration. This result
fits well with the previously reported two-hybrid interaction
between Ynl187p and SmB (17) and the known role of SmB,
SmD1, and SmD3 in promoting the U1 snRNP/pre-mRNA
interaction (76). To assess the stability of CCs, a 400-fold
excess of cold pre-mRNA was added for chase experiments
after an initial incubation of the hot pre-mRNA with the splicing extract (Fig. 5C). During the chase, the amount of premRNA associated with the U1 snRNP was determined by IP
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FIG. 5. Biochemical analysis confirms a role of Ynl187p in promoting U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction. (A) Altered electrophoretic mobilities of
splicing complexes formed in the absence of Ynl187p. Results represent CCs (CC1 and CC2) or a spliceosome formed in the absence (⫺) or
presence (⫹) of ATP, respectively. (B) Altered protein-RNA contacts in the absence (⌬) of Ynl187p as detected by 4-thioU cross-linking assays.
Identities of the cross-linked proteins are indicated. (C) Reduced stability of the RNA-protein complexes formed in the absence of Ynl187p. CC
formation and chase assays were done as described in Materials and Methods. Complex stability was measured by use of a liquid scintillation
counter after IP with an antibody against Prp40p. The value obtained after a 20-min incubation without unlabeled RNA was arbitrarily set to 100.
Error bars representing the results of three experiments are shown. (D) Stability of the U1 snRNA-5⬘ss base pairing at two different temperatures.
32
P-labeled transcripts were incubated with splicing extracts containing (⫹) or lacking (⌬) either or both of Ynl187p and Prp28p in standard CC
reactions for 20 min at either 25°C (lanes 1 to 3) or 0°C (lanes 4 to 6). The psoralen-cross-linked species are indicated (*). (E) The ynl187⌬
mutation severely reduces U1 snRNP’s chromatin association. Five pairs of oligonucleotides were used to amplify different regions (short lines at
the top of the top panel) of the ACT1 gene containing two exons (boxes, top panel) and an intron (connecting thin line, top panel). All data were
normalized to the signal of the second oligonucleotide pair from experiments using the wild-type (YNL187) strain. The x axis of the bottom panel
represents the distance in base pairs from the ATG start codon.

using an anti-Prp40p antibody. The wild-type complexes were
stable, with ⬎80% recoverable counts after a 25-min chase
experiment (Fig. 5C). However, in the absence of Ynl187p, the
recoverable counts dropped markedly to ⬃60% after a 25-min
chase experiment. This indicates that the CC is indeed less
stable in the absence of Ynl187p.
Recent studies of the U1C-[L13S] bypass mutation (13)
showed that it decreases stable base pairing between U1
snRNA and the pre-mRNA substrate at room temperature but
permits base pairing at 0°C. We used the same psoralen crosslinking assay (11, 13) to examine the effect of Ynl187p loss. At
room temperature, we observed a modest reduction of crosslinking with the ynl187⌬ (⬃81% remaining) and ynl187⌬
prp28⌬ (⬃78%) strains, suggesting some contribution of
Ynl187p to in vitro CC formation under these standard conditions (Fig. 5D, lanes 1 to 3). At 0°C, the overall cross-linking
efficiency was reduced as expected, but cross-linking was dramatically increased in ynl187⌬ (5.6⫻) and ynl187⌬ prp28⌬
(8.8⫻) extracts compared to the wild-type extract (1⫻) (Fig.

5D, lanes 4 to 6). This result is highly similar to the recently
reported U1C-[L13S] data (13) (see Discussion).
Because transcription and splicing are linked in vivo, we
wondered whether loss of Ynl187p would also affect the association of U1 snRNP with chromatin (19, 37). To this end, we
adapted a modified ChIP protocol (37) designed to measure
chromatin association of the U1C protein, which represents
U1 snRNP, with ACT1, an endogenous intron-containing gene.
TAP-tagged U1C and formaldehyde-cross-linked chromatin
were immunoprecipitated, and DNA was analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR using five sets of primers directed to
different regions of the ACT1 gene (Fig. 5E).
U1C levels peaked close to the end of the intron and then
decreased substantially at the beginning of exon 2 and continued to decrease toward the end of exon 2, which was a result
essentially identical to what had been previously reported for
U1 snRNP recruitment (19, 37). Importantly, the ynl187⌬ mutation reduced U1C association to ⬃50% of the wild-type level
(Fig. 5E). This reduction of U1C association in the presence of
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FIG. 6. Ynl187p is unlikely to play a significant role in U1 snRNP
assembly. (A) Deletion of YNL187 does not affect U1 snRNP mobility
on a native gel. Splicing extracts made from wild-type (⫹) and ynl187
deletion (⌬) strains were electrophoresed on a native polyacrylamide
(3%)–agarose (0.5%) gel. The RNAs were transferred to a membrane
and probed by a digoxigenin-labeled U1 probe. No apparent differences were detected for the two major forms of the U1 snRNP.
(B) Ynl187p is associated with the entire ACT1 gene. Ynl187-HA was
immunoprecipitated by anti-HA antibody, and the associated chromatin was amplified by five oligonucleotide pairs (A to E) (see also Fig.
5E). All data were normalized against the value obtained from measurement of a transcriptionally repressed region in the chromosome VI
telomere (TEL).

the ynl187⌬ mutation was unlikely to have been caused by a
decrease in transcription, because there was no detectable
reduction in the levels of the ACT1 transcript (data not
shown). Taken together, these biochemical data validated our
genetic prediction that Ynl187p has a role in promoting the
stable interaction between U1 snRNP and the 5⬘ss.
Ynl187p is unlikely to play a significant role in U1 snRNP
assembly. An alternative explanation of the data is based on
the observed synthetic lethality relationship between the
ynl187⌬ mutation and the prp40-nes1 allele, which encodes an
altered form of Prp40p with a deletion of one of its two putative NESs (51). The observations that NESs in Prp40p are
functional and that Ynl187p also contains a putative NES have
led to the speculation that Prp40p and Ynl187p work in concert to export U1 snRNA to the cytoplasm (51). This suggests
that Ynl187p functions in some aspect of U1 snRNP assembly.
To evaluate this possibility, we first used native gel electrophoresis coupled with Northern analysis to examine U1 snRNP
mobility in the presence or absence of Ynl187p. Two major
forms of U1 snRNP were detected (Fig. 6A), a result that is
consistent with previous findings (20, 47). However, no
Ynl187p-dependent alterations were visible; there were no
changes in abundance or in mobility (compare lanes 1 and 2).
This is in sharp contrast to the effects of a loss of Prp42p,
Nam8p/Mud15p, or U1A/Mud1p (20, 47): there were significant alterations of gel migration patterns (20, 47) or loss of the
fully assembled U1 snRNP (top band, Fig. 6A) (20, 47).
If Ynl187p has a direct role in splicing, it may be closely
associated with chromatin. We therefore examined the chromatin association of HA-tagged Ynl187p with the ACT1 gene.
Like U1 snRNP (Fig. 5E), Ynl187p is significantly associated
with ACT1 by the end of its intron (primer set B) (Fig. 6B).
Unlike U1 snRNP, however, Yn1187p remains present at a
high level throughout exon 2 (primer sets C, D, and E) (Fig.
6B). Values are much higher than those seen with the negative
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control, which measured the association of Ynl187p with a
transcriptionally repressed telomeric region. The chromatinassociated behavior of Ynl187p is also distinct from the reported pattern of the U2 snRNP, which first peaks with primer
set C and then drops to a low level with primer sets D and E
(37). Notably, the sustained association of Ynl187p throughout
the entire ACT1 gene may provide a possible explanation for
its apparent association with all five spliceosomal snRNPs (Fig.
3B). Taken together, with all the genetic and biochemical data
presented above, the ChIP results indicate that Ynl187p plays
a direct role in U1 snRNP’s stable association with splicing
complexes rather than in U1 snRNP assembly (see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
Although mammalian U1 snRNP is dispensable for in vitro
splicing under conditions of excess SR proteins (9, 68), the
base pairing between U1 snRNA and 5⬘ss alone is generally
important for splicing under normal conditions (59, 62, 78). In
the yeast system, identification of eight proteins cross-linked to
the 5⬘ss region (57, 77) led to a proposal that these proteins
may complement the energetic contribution from the formation of the 5- to 7-bp RNA duplex between pre-mRNA and U1
snRNA (77). Supporting evidence for this notion is available
for U1C (7, 11, 13, 24), SmB, SmD1, SmD3 (76), and Cbp80p
(15, 39, 40). To make the essential U1/U6 switch at the 5⬘ss
during spliceosome assembly, it follows that it might be far
more important to reverse protein-RNA contacts than to unwind the half-turn of RNA duplex, which can disassociate
without extensive unwinding in the absence of protein cofactors (77). This hypothesis was validated in part by our previous
finding that Prp28p, an otherwise essential DEXD/H-box splicing factor required for the switch of U6 for U1 at the 5⬘ss (63),
can be eliminated by altering the U1C protein (7). Thus, U1C
is likely to be one of the potential targets of Prp28p.
In light of the dense protein contacts at the 5⬘ss, it seems
reasonable that Prp28p may need to counteract other proteins
as well. We approached this issue by exploiting a bypass strategy to search for mutations that render Prp28p dispensable.
This strategy identified four new potential targets of Prp28p,
i.e., Prp42p, Snu71p, Cbp80p, and Ynl187p. Interestingly,
three of the five total targets are components of U1 snRNP:
U1C, Prp42p, and Snu71p (20). The remaining two, Cbp80p
and Ynl187p, are functionally related to U1 snRNP. Although
it is plausible that another class of proteins might be identified
by this approach, the striking bias of our findings argues that
the sole function of Prp28p is to promote the destabilization of
the U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction.
Detailed mapping analysis placed the contacts of SmD1 and
SmD3 within the 5⬘ exon, SmB at the ⫹6 position of the intron,
and Nam8p at a more distal location (between ⫹18 and ⫹30
and between ⫹40 and ⫹46) (77). Furthermore, the highly
charged C-terminal tails of SmB, SmD1, and SmD3 were
shown to directly contact pre-mRNA and have been suggested
to function at least in part to stabilize the U1 snRNP/premRNA interaction (76). It is therefore surprising that the
removal of the C-terminal tail of the SmB, SmD1, or SmD3 or
elimination of Nam8p failed to bypass Prp28p (Fig. 2B). Considering that U1C was also most extensively cross-linked to the
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intron ⫹6 position (77) and that it can select the splice-site-like
GUAU sequence in vitro (11), we anticipated that C-terminal
truncation of SmB would also bypass Prp28p, assuming that
the key determining factor lies in the contact at the 5⬘ss (e.g.,
at the ⫹6 position). If so, one would predict that Prp42p and
Snu71p might also come close to or contact the same region.
This line of reasoning, however, is complicated by the fact that
the removal of Cbp80p, which cross-links to the cap-proximal
location (77), can also bypass Prp28p (Fig. 4D). Detailed structural information concerning wild-type and mutant yeast U1
snRNP, in similarity to the now-available human U1 snRNP
crystal structure information (56), will be needed to fully explain these data.
It seems unlikely that Prp28p makes simultaneous contacts
with U1C, Prp42p, Snu71p, and Cbp80p to “remodel” the U1
snRNP. A more plausible scenario would be that Prp28p initially contacts one or two of these proteins, thereby activating
its intrinsic ATPase activity and causing major conformational
changes of the 5⬘ss-bound U1 snRNP. Alternatively, Prp28p
may track the single-stranded region of the pre-mRNA to
capture nucleotides that are normally part of the U1/5⬘ss RNA
duplex, which is almost certainly covered by proteins. It may be
through this progressive “prying” motion that the propensity of
the protein(s) to dissociate from the RNA is markedly increased and a large-scale RNP remodeling is ultimately
achieved. However, this “RNA-contact” model (29), proposed
on the basis of studying several in vitro model systems (6, 30,
31, 35, 72, 73), remains to be rigorously tested in vivo. Regardless of which model turns out to be correct, it is essential to
determine when and where Prp28p touches the RNP proper,
because proteins are indispensable to the U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction (77). Cross-linking experiments designed to capture
the contact points of Prp28p in a splicing-dependent manner
may help to resolve such issues concerning these and other
competing models.
Ynl187p is unique among potential targets of Prp28p. Like
Cbp80p, it is not a U1 snRNP-specific protein, although it was
initially suspected to be involved in splicing, owing to its interaction with SmB as uncovered in a large-scale two-hybrid
screening (17). Unlike Cbp80p, however, Ynl187p was not
cross-linked to the pre-mRNA or otherwise identified as a CC
component (77). So, what role could it play in splicing? In this
study, we demonstrated that a loss of Ynl187p consistently
compromises the U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interaction both in vivo and
in vitro. First, the ynl187⌬ mutation (i) abolishes the need for
Prp28p (Fig. 2A); (ii) rescues the splicing defect caused by
extending U1 snRNA/5⬘ss base pairing (Fig. 4B); and (iii)
causes cell death when combined with U1C-[L13] bypass alleles (Fig. 4A) or with the cbp80⌬ mutation (Fig. 4C). Second,
the presence of a ynl187⌬ mutation results in increased mobility of CCs and spliceosomes (Fig. 5A), diminished CC1 stability (Fig. 5C), decreased contacts between SmB, SmD1, and
SmD3 and the 5⬘ss region (Fig. 5B), and prominent reduction
of the cotranscriptional recruitment of U1 snRNP to the ACT1
transcript (Fig. 5E). Third, ChIP analysis also showed that
Ynl187p is closely associated with the intron-containing ACT1
gene throughout its entire length (Fig. 6B). Taken together,
these data suggest a working model in which Ynl187p is cotranscriptionally recruited to and remains present in the nascent mRNP throughout the splicing process. Perhaps Ynl187p,
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despite its low abundance in the cell, functions as an “adhesive” molecule to help in holding stably together the overall
structures of CCs and the spliceosome. In this scenario,
Ynl187p would be expected to associate with splicing complexes at various stages. Although this idea is speculative, it
might explain why Ynl187p is found to be associated with U1,
U2, U4, U5, and U6 snRNPs (Fig. 3B).
It has been proposed that Prp40p and Ynl187p work in
concert and participate in U1 snRNP biogenesis to export U1
snRNA to the cytoplasm (51). If true, snRNP biogenesis in
yeast may have a cytoplasmic phase akin to that seen with
metazoans, in which 5⬘-cap trimethylation, 3⬘-end trimming,
and Sm ring assembly take place in the cytoplasm (71). Recent
data add some support to this possibility. For example, yeast
snRNAs were found to cycle between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm in a heterokaryon assay (55), and tRNAs (61, 66)
and several small RNAs do display unexpectedly dynamic shuttling (25). However, the cycling theory may need modifications
for the budding yeast system. First, the homolog of PHAX
(54), an snRNA export adaptor, has not been detected in the
yeast genome. Second, S. cerevisiae does not encode homologs
of SMN (14) and snurportin-1 (26), which are required for Sm
ring assembly in the cytoplasm and for reimporting the partially matured snRNPs, respectively. Third, the yeast enzymatic
machines for 5⬘-cap trimethylation (50) and 3⬘-end trimming
(69) seem to function strictly in the nucleus. Fourth, Ynl187p
is apparently present exclusively in the nucleus in the steady
state (Fig. 3A) and is recruited to the entire ACT1 gene (Fig.
6B), and its absence does not detectably impact U1 snRNP
assembly (Fig. 6A). Thus, even if some minor aspects of U1
snRNP assembly require Ynl187p, assembly seems most likely
to take place largely if not exclusively within the confines of the
nucleus. In this scenario, Ynl187p may substitute for the functions of SMN but strictly in the nucleus. Although highly speculative, this idea may also offer an explanation of why Ynl187p
does not seem to have a mammalian counterpart.
Two other relevant U1 snRNP proteins, Prp42p and Snu71p,
also appear to lack mammalian counterparts. Perhaps fungi
need these additional proteins to adjust the stability of U1
snRNP and/or U1 snRNP/5⬘ss interactions, owing to the wider
temperature range they may experience compared to metazoan homeotherms. This may explain why mammalian U1
snRNA/5⬘ss complementarity appears to exert a more dominant effect on 5⬘ss selection with a more limited contribution
by U1 snRNP protein factors (16, 34, 58). Finally, this also
offers a possible explanation for the enhanced importance of
DEXD/H-box proteins, namely, to cope with this broader
range of temperatures and thermal stabilities as well as with
the larger number of protein cofactors that contribute to the
U1 snRNP-pre-mRNA RNA-RNA base-pairing interaction.
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